The Annual Meeting of The George Washington Masonic National Memorial Association is held in conjunction with the Conference of Grand Masters of North America which is convened in various locations throughout the country. In order to bring the Board Members to the Memorial, the Semi-Annual Board Meeting was established in 2000 and is held in the Memorial early autumn of each year. It is imperative that the Board of Directors physically visit the Memorial, and they must also know the Memorial. This can only be achieved by touring the Memorial extensively, including the private or behind the scenes portions of the Memorial, with Mark A. Tabbert, our Director of Archives and Exhibits or another experienced Staff Member.

This year’s Semi-Annual Meeting of the Board of Directors was held October 15 & 16. The Board of Directors is the ultimate authority and is responsible for the operation and finances of the Memorial Association and the Memorial building and grounds. The new Board Members were welcomed by President Tusch and the roles and responsibilities of the Board Members were reviewed and reinforced. The Memorial’s long-term Strategic Plan for the Memorial Association was the major focus of the meeting. The continuing restoration, repairs and improvement of the Memorial and the means of funding them were discussed at length and approved. The Board of Directors is committed to completing the restoration of the Memorial by February 2023 to bring the Memorial to the pristine condition it was in when the Cornerstone was laid in 1923.

The Board of Directors held a meeting at the George Washington Masonic National Memorial in October. Due to the pandemic, it was their first in-person meeting at the Memorial since 2019.

President’s Message

The Grand Aim of Our Order
by Claire V. Tusch

George Washington was a remarkable man of great vision and understanding. This is clearly seen in his visionary awareness of the significance of the broad and timeless mission of Freemasonry when Brother Washington stated that "the grand object of masonry is to promote the happiness of the human race." Perhaps this has never been truer nor a more necessary mission for Freemasonry than at this time in history as we continue to grapple with a global pandemic, intense political divisiveness, rancor and many other serious problems that we each can enumerate. I believe that Washington knew that Freemasonry has given each of us the teachings and the tools to accomplish his vision to promote the happiness of the human race.

We learn early in our Masonic journey that through the exercise of brotherly love we should regard all people of every country, sect, and opinion, having been created by one Almighty parent, as one family regardless of their status. That we should aid, support and protect each other. We are taught that we should relieve the distressed and...
restores peace to troubled minds worried by challenges in their lives. We know by the trowel that our only contention should be who can best work and best agree. Grand Commander James Cole, speaking recently, eloquently offered that we should strive to come together simply by listening to each other, accepting one another and honoring our differences. Washington knew that individually and collectively we all can and must make a difference, at so many levels, in so many ways. As we are charged, “Every human being has a claim on your good offices, do good unto all.”

Several weeks ago a group of 100 Mainers — Masons and ladies — sojourned to Alexandria from all corners of the state led by Grand Master Richard Nadeau and Lady Rachael. All shared a most memorable experience that they are still talking about. We toured the House of the Temple, Arlington National Cemetery, the National Mall and Mount Vernon, culminating with degree work for two third degree candidates, Peter Hikle and Jeremy Benway (who was married the following weekend), tours and a reception and banquet at the George Washington Masonic National Memorial. I accompanied piper extraordinaire, our Past Grand Master Thomas Pulkkinen in Scottish attire one afternoon on the Mall as we paid tribute, honoring those who served and those who gave the ultimate sacrifice. At each of the war memorials he performed a medley of the individual service branch hymns. Serendipitously, he was invited to pipe for members of a Texas Honor Flight that included several World War Two veterans and Masons. And lastly, standing alone in the middle of a vast sea of 660,000 small white flags glistening in the sunlit breeze, with the Washington Monument and the Capital dome in the background, he started to play. Each flag represented a soul lost to Covid-19. Experiencing the emotion and the power of Amazing Grace filling that space...praising God for each of their lives...mourning their loss...was an incredibly moving experience. Across each of these venues, the several hundreds of people present were visibly uplifted by this small, unsolicited act. I know that we were both forever changed.

The George Washington Masonic National Memorial is a beacon shining a light that continually reminds us of Brother Washington’s virtues, character and vision encouraging us to make a better world by always remembering the grand object of masonry...that was so insightfully stated by the Man, the Mason, and the Father of our Country: George Washington.

As we enter the season of hope and gratitude for the blessings of our Great Creator, may we also remember, reflect and act on the vision of masonry’s grand object articulated by Brother Washington. May you and your family each enjoy a blessed, safe and healthy Holiday Season.

Plan Now for the Memorial’s Celebration of Washington’s Birthday in 2022

February 26, 2022, the Memorial will celebrate the 290th anniversary of the birth of the Father of our Nation, Brother George Washington. Despite the coronavirus emergency that has gripped our nation and the world, and caused our 2021 celebration to be digital only, the George Washington Masonic National Memorial Association is hopeful that it will be possible to celebrate George Washington’s Birthday in 2022.

While we recognize that public health conditions will require our planning to be flexible, the Memorial is planning to host the Gala while adhering to recommended safety protocols.

Our celebration will begin with a special reception for members of the George Washington Masonic National Memorial Society on Friday evening, February 25th. This will be an opportunity for us to thank some of the Memorial’s most committed supporters.

Then, on the afternoon of February 26th, we will host the annual George Washington Symposium in the Memorial Theater. The theme for 2022 will be The Political Education of George Washington: 1758-1774. Among the speakers will be David O. Stewart, the author of George Washington: The Political Rise of America’s Founding Father. Mark A. Tabbert, the Memorial’s Director of Archives and Exhibits, will serve as Master of Ceremonies. The Symposium will begin at 1 p.m. and is free and open to the general public.

Our Washington’s Birthday Gala then begins at 5 p.m. with a reception in Memorial Hall. This will be followed by entertainment in the Memorial Theater at 6:30 p.m. Afterward, our guests will gather in Grand Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m. for the Gala Banquet, where fine food and drink will be served. One of the highlights of this banquet is the George Washington Memorial Award Presentation. The 2022 awardee will be author David O. Stewart.

More information, including tickets and hotel arrangements, will be available soon on our website, www.gwmemorial.org.

OUR VISION

To inspire humanity through education to emulate and promote the virtues, character, and vision of George Washington, the Man, the Mason, and Father of our Country.
In answer to an Address from the Massachusetts Legislature in March 1776, Washington wrote: “May that being, who is powerful to save, and in whose hands is the fate of nations, look down with an eye of tender pity and compassion upon the whole of the United Colonies; may He continue to smile upon their counsels and arms, and crown them with success, whilst employed in the cause of virtue and mankind. May this distressed colony and its capital, and every part of this wide extended continent, through His divine favor, be restored to more than their former lustre and once happy state, and have peace, liberty, and safety secured upon a solid, permanent, and lasting foundation.”

These words were written 245 years ago, and with very slight changes, apply to our nation today. Our nation is certainly distressed: we are in the throes of a Pandemic, the fabric of our culture has been torn asunder, hate and dissension are proclaimed by the media, and chaos seems to reign supreme. The political parties that Washington warned us about seem to be opposing each other without compromise offered by either side. The motto of our country — “E Pluribus Unum,” “out of many, one” — has been effectively discarded. Instead of championing solidarity, we emphasize the rights of small groups of individuals over the good of the whole. If we choose to not educate our children about history and their civic responsibility, it is no surprise that our nation is in a downward spiral. The Founding Fathers of this great nation had a strong belief in God and believed that it was Divine Providence guiding and leading the colonies to freedom and security.

Over the last fifty years we have steadily removed God from our schools, our communities, and our nation. A belief in God is a requirement to become a Freemason. The form of that belief is up to the individual brother. In his Farewell Address, September 19, 1796, Washington wrote that religion and morality are the pillars of human happiness. “Of all the dispositions and habits which lead to political prosperity, Religion and morality are indispensable supports. In vain would that man claim the tribute of Patriotism, who should labour to subvert these great Pillars of human happiness, these firmest props of the duties of Men and citizens. The mere Politician, equally with the pious man ought to respect and to cherish them. A volume could not trace all their connections with private and public felicity. Let it simply be asked where is the security for property, for reputation, for life, if the sense of religious obligation desert the oaths, which are the instruments of investigation in Courts of Justice?” If it were not for George Washington we would not have this remarkable country, and it must not descend into a vale of chaos, violence, and uncertainty.

At the George Washington Masonic National Memorial we strive daily to live and act in a manner that George Washington would approve of. We have an obligation to face the chaos that is rampant in our culture. We have a duty to act according to the tenets and teachings of our Craft, we have a duty to treat our Brethren and indeed all of humanity with dignity, respect, fairness and kindness. We have an opportunity to set the standard, to be the exemplar of what a man and a Freemason is and to show the world how Freemasons live, work and contribute to our country, our culture, our society and our world.
For more than 150 years, a standard Masonic story has claimed George Washington was offered the supreme Masonic office of General Grand Master of the United States. As no such office has ever existed, Washington was never offered the opportunity to accept or decline it. However, it is necessary to explain the story, for it did cause brother Masons and non-Masons to believe he had assumed the office.

The story begins on December 27, 1779 when American Union Lodge celebrated the Feast of St. John the Evangelist at Morristown, New Jersey. General Washington was present when the lodge duly opened. It is therefore the first documented Masonic lodge meeting he had sat in since 1755.

The main event of the meeting was a petition to create the office of Grand Master of the United States. Although the minutes, still in the procession of America Union Lodge No. 1, Marietta, Ohio, do not state who presented it, it is generally believed Gen. Mordecai Gist or Col. Otho Holland Williams did so. Both are listed as being present, but neither was a member of American Union Lodge.

The petition was addressed to the several presiding American provincial grand masters as appointed by the British grand lodges. To them, the petition recites the pressing issues of Masonic irregularities and disorder that disrupt the peace and harmony of the Craft, thereby preventing “the enjoyment of the fruits of benevo-
lence, charity and brotherly love.” To restore Masonic peace and order, the petition calls upon the appointment of a worthy brother to serve as supreme “Grand Master of the United States.”

The petition did not call for a congress of American Masonic delegates to find that worthy brother. Rather, it recommended the several provincial grand masters make the selection. Surprisingly, when they did agree upon a candidate, they would submit that nomination to “our Mother Lodge in Britain, that the appointment may be made, or in such other manner as shall to them appear most eligible.”

In other words, the Freemasons currently at war with the British Crown, meeting within a military lodge, and with the commander in chief present, sought to defer to the British Freemasons on the appointment of an American grand master. But the audacious petition did not stop there. It called for the provincial grand masters to take “vigorous measures” in “erasing the distinction between ancient and modern” forms and rituals of Freemasonry. Such actions and such a grand master would lead to the happy growth and health of Freemasonry, which, in turn, it may “receive the final applause of the Grand Architect of the universe.”

The minutes of American Union Lodge do not record any discussion of the petition, or of all the motions or amendments made. They record only the petition was accepted and that a committee would review it before it was circulated among all regular Freemasons.

Other than being listed first among the visiting brethren, Washington’s name does not appear in the minutes or in the petition. Nor does he mention attending the meeting in his correspondence or in any of his papers of the last weeks of December 1779.

The next month, the Ancient Provincial Grand Lodge of Pennsylvania held a special meeting to discuss the Morristown petition. On January 13, it passed three resolutions: first, to pursue the matter and organize a formal committee to draft a plan; second, that George Washington ought to be the general grand master; and, third, to circulate the proposal to all other worthy American grand lodges.

The second resolution included that an “application be made to his Excellency [George Washington] in due form, praying that he will do the Brethren and Craft the honor of their appointment.” With this action, Pennsylvania’s Grand Lodge co-opted and superseded the military’s Masonic proposal.

At its June 23, 1780, meeting the Grand Lodge of Pennsylvania officially approved the proposed creation of the high office of general grand master.

The minutes read: “Sundry respectable Brethren being then put in nomination, it was moved that the ballot be put for them separately. And his Excellency GEORGE WASHINGTON, Esq; General and Commander in Chief of the Armies of the United States, being the first in nomination, he was balloted for accord-

ingly as GRAND MASTER, an elected by the unanimous vote of the whole lodge.”

However, by this time the Pennsylvania Provincial Grand Lodge had discovered only two American grand lodges worthy of receiving the proposal: the Ancient Grand Lodge of Virginia and the Ancient Grand Lodge of Massachusetts. They did not mention the senior, “Modern,” St. John’s Provincial Grand Lodge of Massachusetts, or any other provincial grand lodges or quasi-provincial grand lodges in North America. In short, in 1780 American Freemasonry was so confused that the general grand master scheme was impracticable.

How far Pennsylvania’s printed proposal circulated is unclear. The October 16, 1780, grand lodge meeting minutes recorded a response to it from the grand master of the Ancient Grand Lodge of Massachusetts, Joseph Webb (1734–1787). Webb’s letter shows sympathy for the proposal, and he promised to lay the matter before his brethren.

The Pennsylvania Grand Lodge’s response to Webb outlined the need for a general grand master and specified two duties: first, to charter lodges in new territories and manage them until such time as they can form their own grand lodge; and second, to call national Masonic conventions to discuss important issues, such as ritual consistency and recognition.

But only after all prerogatives and duties were agreed upon, “such a convention may also have the power to notify the Grand Master General of his election, present him his diploma, badges of office and install him with due form and solemnity.” While Pennsylvania still strongly recommended George Washington to this high office, this statement makes it clear that no such offer, official or otherwise, had been made to him.

However, Webb did not respond to Pennsylvania’s letter until January 9, 1781 — a full year after the military lodges approved the initial idea — and Pennsylvania did not record the letter in its proceedings until its March 26 meeting. The Massachusettsan’s reply was concise and clear: that no such office or worthy person for the office should be discussed “until a general peace shall happily take place throughout the continent.”

Through it all, there is no indication Washington was ever asked about the position of general grand master, and there is no evidence he declined the opportunity. Like many Masonic Washington stories, this one is jumbled with the belief that Washington literally declined to be crowned “King of America.”

Mark A. Tabbert is the Director of Archives & Exhibits of The George Washington Masonic National Memorial Association.
Announcing a New Book about George Washington’s Masonic Life

This article, “George Washington as General Grand Master of the United States,” is an excerpt from the upcoming book A Deserving Brother: George Washington and Freemasonry by the Memorial’s Director of Archives and Exhibits, Mark A. Tabbert. Published in 2022 by the University of Virginia Press in conjunction with The George Washington Masonic National Memorial Association, this book will be the definitive account of Brother Washington’s Masonic membership. Relying on the latest research, this book will fully explore Washington’s relationship with the fraternity, including a chronology of his involvement, color photos of documents, aprons and other items which bring his Masonic life to light. Also featuring:

- An Introduction by Dr. Edward Lengel, Ph.D.
- Over 60 entries on the items that document Washington’s Masonic membership, with annotations placing the item into the context of Washington’s life.

Cloth, 304 pages, 8 x 10½ inches  ISBN 978-0-813-94721-1

Available for pre-order for $34.95 plus shipping through Macoy Masonic Publishing and Supply. https://gwmemorial.org/blogs/news/gwbook

Gift Certificates Now Available

Do you know someone who would enjoy reading A Deserving Brother: George Washington and Freemasonry? Now, you can order a gift certificate redeemable for a copy of this important volume. Order your gift certificate through our website at https://gwmemorial.org/products/gift-certificate, or mail this convenient form with your payment!

Gift Certificates are $42.00 within the USA. (For orders outside the continental United States, please email tstrawn@gwmemorial.org for shipping cost.)

Note: This gift certificate will arrive via USPS in a George Washington Masonic National Memorial envelope.

Mail to: GWMNMA, 101 Callahan Drive
Alexandria, VA 22301-2751
Fax to: 703-519-9270
This is *Your Memorial!*

As we turn our attention to the holidays, please accept our wishes for a wonderful, magical, happy holiday season and the very merriest of Christmases to you and yours from all of us at the Memorial. May the new year bring you nothing but the best of health, happiness and prosperity.

One of my best Christmas presents ever came in the form of my selection to serve as the Memorial’s Director of Development late last year. It has been an absolute delight to get to know and work with the great, talented staff at the Memorial, find my way around the building and learn so much of its purpose, history and meaning. And I know I still have a lot more to learn. It’s also been great getting out to meet some of you as I get my feet on the ground. I’m looking forward to meeting many more of you in the coming months.

Among the things I’ve learned — maybe the most important — was an eye-opener to me. I, like many of you, knew of the Memorial, and had visited several times including once with my lodge and Eastern Star Chapter when I was Worshipful Master of my lodge (New England Lodge No. 4, Worthington, Ohio) and always held it in high regard. But I never realized that the Memorial was really *mine!* Yes, I had a personal interest in and “part of” the Memorial . . . even before working here.

You see, all of the United States Grand Lodges are members — *Active Members* — of The George Washington Masonic National Memorial Association, the legal entity which owns and manages the Memorial. By virtue of my belonging to one of those Grand Lodges, I, too, am a “member” of the Memorial.

And, further, other than the obligations we all take at our lodge’s altar (the words may differ a bit from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but the meaning is the same for all of us) that membership in the Memorial Association, by virtue of our Grand Lodge’s membership, is the *only* thing all Masons in this country have in common. So, just like me, the Memorial is also *yours!* Bet you never thought of it that way! I sure didn’t . . . but it’s true. *you* . . . each one of you . . . and the nearly one million Masons in this country have a very real interest in the Memorial: its history, its mission, its exhibits and programs, its physical structure, and its future viability.

We hope that realization will: heighten your interest in and pride of the Memorial; increase the frequency of your visits to our website (gwmemorial.org); encourage your following us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram; prompt a greater interest in planning your own personal visit to the Memorial; and, hopefully, a commitment to help us financially preserve this wonderful property and mission to teach the world about the character, integrity, vision and values of our dear Brother, General Washington.

In the coming months, we’ll be talking about opportunities and programs in those several areas and more. We’re very excited as we continue planning the one hundredth anniversary of the Memorial’s cornerstone laying in February of 2023 and the educational and informational programs we will be launching to support that landmark event. Keep reading the *LIGHT* to stay abreast of those new opportunities.

We want you to be proud of *your* Memorial and take a greater part in — even responsibility for — learning about it, participating in its activities/programs, and helping us advance knowledge/appreciation/support of the one thing that we, as the Freemasons of the United States, all have in common: The George Washington Masonic National Memorial.

Timothy B. Strawn is the Director of Development for The George Washington Masonic National Memorial Association.

---

**Have you ever wished . . . ?**

Have you ever wished you could help us in our work, but thought you couldn’t afford to make a charitable gift? Perhaps you are concerned that giving may adversely affect your cash flow or your family’s financial security.

There is good news! You can support our mission without impacting you or your family. Go to *gwlegacy.org* to learn all about charitable giving, a number of giving vehicles, the benefits to you and your family of making charitable gifts, and the importance of an estate plan . . . among other things. You will find stories of donors who have made different types of charitable gifts, calculators to use to see how your personal assets would impact various gifts, the language to help you make your gift, and other valuable information.

When you’re at that site, be sure to sign up for our free, monthly newsletter which will bring you up-to-date information on topics that impact your quality of life, your finances, and your legacy. Each month you’ll get the latest news from Washington, Savvy Living, Personal Planner, gift stories, finance news and timely articles.

Explore the website *gwlegacy.org*. The newsletter will start coming to you early in the new year at the end of each month. We know you’ll enjoy its informative and helpful topics.
Out of an abundance of caution, the Memorial had decided to close to the public for tourism starting in August. While Covid may appear to be on the decline, Alexandria — like the greater District of Columbia area — is still at a greater risk. We will likely remain temporarily closed until early next year. Please check the website for the latest updates.

While we are closed to the general public at this time, we are still able to accommodate large groups for tours. If your lodge wants to visit the Memorial, we are able to work with you to make it happen. Please reach out to me at tvanice@gwmemorial.org. Please note that we must follow Alexandria’s Health Department guidelines, which include that all unvaccinated persons to wear a mask throughout the building as well as continuing social distancing.

Even though tourism is closed to us at this time, we still have Masonic organizations meeting at the Memorial and continue to be a location that hosts concerts, recitals, and corporate events. We continue to sanitize the building after each event for the safety of everyone. We are proud to announce that Old Dominion Commandery № 11, Virginia, has relocated and made the Memorial their permanent meeting location.

Brethren travel to the capital region for various reasons, and often when traveling, it is a pleasure to take the time to seek some Masonic fellowship. One of the questions we are often asked is what groups meet at the Memorial? Visitors want to know when the meetings are and how they might make participate in them.

Here are most of the Masonic organizations that meet at the Memorial, along with the typical day of their stated meetings.

- **Alexandria-Washington Lodge № 22**  
  Stated Communication: second Thursday  
  [http://www.aw22.org](http://www.aw22.org)

- **Andrew Jackson Lodge № 120**  
  Stated Communication: third Thursday  
  [http://www.andrewjackson120.org](http://www.andrewjackson120.org)

- **A. Douglas Smith, Jr. Lodge of Research № 1949**  
  Stated Communication: fifth Saturday  
  [http://www.adslor.org](http://www.adslor.org)

- **Martha Washington Chapter № 42, Order of the Eastern Star**  
  Stated Communication: third Tuesday

- **Herbert Arthur Fisher Council № 442, Allied Masonic Degrees**  
  Stated Communication: fifth Monday  
  [http://hafova.org/officers.html](http://hafova.org/officers.html)

- **Old Dominion Commandery № 11, Knights Templar**  
  Stated Communication: third Wednesday  
  [https://www.olddominion11.org](https://www.olddominion11.org)

 Lodges and other Masonic Organizations that would like to hold a meeting at the Memorial should contact me at tvanice@gwmemorial.org and I will be happy to help coordinate all details of the visit. Do not contact the Lodges or Masonic Organizations that meet at the Memorial as they cannot schedule meetings at the Memorial except for their own.

___

Tyler Vanice is the Director of Member Services of The George Washington Masonic National Memorial Association.
Grand Lodge of Maine visits the Memorial to Celebrate its Bicentennial

In celebration of its foundation in 1820, the Grand Lodge of Maine journeyed to Washington, D.C., and northern Virginia to mark the occasion, which included visits to Arlington National Cemetery, the National Mall, the House of the Temple, and Mount Vernon. The visit, led by Grand Master Richard Nadeau and his lady Rachael, included several memorable activities at the George Washington Masonic National Memorial, including a VIP tour, the conferral of the third degree of Masonry upon two candidates, Peter Hikle and Jeremy Benway, a reception on the Memorial’s Portico (pictured above), and a grand banquet in Grand Masonic Hall. Special thanks go to Past Grand Master of Maine George Pulkkinen who was instrumental in the planning of the event, and to Memorial Association President Claire V. Tusch, Past Grand Master of Maine, for his key role in the festivities.

California Lodge Restores 1870 Painting of Washington as a Mason

Several years ago, King David’s Lodge No. 209 of San Luis Obispo, California, made an intriguing discovery. Past Master Robert Sachs discovered an oil painting in the temple’s vault that depicted George Washington as a Freemason. It was in poor condition, and amateur attempts had apparently been made in the past to repair some rips in the canvas. Inspection revealed that it was painted by the French artist Leon Trousset in 1870 — the same year King David’s Lodge had been founded. As it was likely commissioned by the men who originally founded the lodge, the brethren eventually voted to have the canvas professionally conserved.

Due to the pandemic, the lodge’s 150th anniversary celebration took place in 2021. The restored painting was unveiled on September 11, 2021, with dozens of members of the lodge and representatives from the community in attendance. The ceremony included talks by numerous historians and researchers as well as the conservator who restored the painting. An official from the George Washington Masonic National Memorial made a presentation congratulating the lodge for preserving a truly unique artifact honoring Washington’s Masonic life.
Support the Memorial Today

Friends and Patrons
I wish to make a contribution:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Friend Levels</th>
<th>Patron Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silver $100</td>
<td>Architect $5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold $250</td>
<td>Master Architect $10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum $500</td>
<td>Builder $25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Century $1,000</td>
<td>Master Builder $50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond $2,500</td>
<td>Landmark Century Architect $100,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Monthly Pledge
I wish to support the Memorial with a Monthly Pledge:

- Friend of the Memorial Pledge ($25 or more)
  - $25 $35 $50 $75 $100 $_________
- The Patron Pledge ($100 or more monthly)
  - $100 $150 $200 $250 $500 $_________

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP

EMAIL

TELEPHONE

- My employer will match my gift. Please contact me to file the appropriate forms.
- Please send me information about making a bequest to the Memorial.
- I am enclosing a check payable to GWMNMA.
- I prefer to charge my contribution on
  - Mastercard
  - Visa
  - Amex
  - Discover

EXPIRATION DATE

CCV CODE

SIGNATURE

The George Washington Masonic National Memorial Association, Inc. is a non-profit organization under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and contributions are tax-deductible to the extent permitted by law.

Mail to GWMNMA, 101 Callahan Drive, Alexandria, VA 22301-2751 or fax to 703-519-9270

Marty Alexander HI Julius Spain, Sr. VA
Ryan Konjak VA Kent Carter VA
Marshall E. Waters VA Russell G. Reno NE
Kenji Oomura Japan Michael Rothman NJ
William B. Eyck SC Vincent L. Baehr NJ
Douglas W. McDonald, Sr. GA Edward E. Smith, Jr. SC
Charles H. “Chuck” Gilson SD Sheldon Barnett Richman VA
S. Vance Wilkins, Jr. VA Theodore H. Jacobsen NY
Jeffrey Schulmeister MI Ricky D. Smith MD
Paul Bailey CO Robert E. Preston VA
Robert F. Drechsler † DC Richard M. Fisher CA
Jeffrey D. Maynor LA Timothy S. Beers MI
Mark A. Tabbert VA Jerry N. Kirby TX
Richard Davidson NH S. Eugene Herritt PA
Claire V. Tusch ME Frank J. Wagner NJ
Arthur Temple SD Robert Reinhardt 111 NJ
George L. Herbolsheimer 1V MA John Patrick McCabe PA
John Ryder MA Brian H. Blades NJ
Ed Bousquet OR Krystle M. Dickson FL
Wade Sheeler IA Matt Mahan MS
Joe Baroudi WA William J. Hill 111 LA
Michael Aycock NC Russell E. Charbonia CA
Richard J. Herrmann FL Gilbert W. Carlson, Jr. CO
Karl V. Hopkins VA Donald Carmean SC
Charles Knapp, Jr. NY F. Clay Ackiss KY
John W. LeRoy, Sr. MD Richard J. Elman IN
Joseph A. Barbier NJ Carl B. Willi RI
Paul Weglage OH John L. Palmer TN
King Geiser CA Yancey P. Smith SD
Michael P. Bible VA David Williamson OH
Jimmie L. Windham MS Xerxes Herrington MS
Douglas L. Caudle NC Gary Olsen NJ
Rex C. Hasty MS Ronald C. Ashman CA
Simon R. LaPlace MD Samuel M. Jones VA
Deborah LaPlace MD John Richards NJ
Mason W. Russell MA Matthew Beahm NE
Thomas K. Sturgeon FL C. Michael Watson OH
John C. Posey LA Jonathan Alexander Giles VA
Gerald E. Klein MS Gregory J. Scott NJ
Shelby P. LaSalle, Jr. LA Frederick Baerenz VA
W. Don Baugher MI Robert L. Darling MN
James L. Savaloja ND Preston L. Doerflinger OK
Merle Wade, Jr. AL Gary G. Wyne IN
Walter R. Kaflers NJ Jon M. “Mike” Taylor AL
John S. Ryan NJ Kent E. Stoddard, Jr. CT
George Kourgels NJ Kurt Gazow WA
Clifford F. Stamm 11 CT Charles W. Ward 1V AK
Thomas Ammazzalorso VA Geoffrey Goble MT
Dale V. Sandstrom ND Nancy Goble MT
Howard M. Sobel VA Darrell B. Jordan ID
Edgar Gonzales GA Douglas V. Jones VA
William A. “Del” Alvord ND Gordon Johnson WA
Yongtian Su NJ Vincent Benedetto PA
David Morgan NV Robert E. DePetro, Jr. NJ
Neil R. Crain LA Robert G. Hamilton, Jr. PA
Dieter B. Hees NE Jorge Figueira FL
Charles L. Carmichael MD Clinton Langford PA
David Sandy MD Paul E. Clark TN
Ron Eggers OR Paul F. Gleason MA
Scott A. Thomas AZ Larry Judson MI
Roger Quintana NJ Terry L. Royce MD
William J. Bray 111 AZ Kenneth A. West NH
William R. Finkel MI Jermaine Sewell MD
Michael D. Brumback IN Rick Mobarak MD
Michael H. Ten Eyck NJ Robert Gaydosh NJ
Robert A. Shively KS Charles F. Wiegert MO
Richard Wightman ND Andrew Goodwin VA
Michael G. Rodman SD
William R. Wedberg, Jr. ND

*In Memory of  **In Honor of
The Society of Washington Lodges

Washington Lodge No. 20
Washington-LaFayette Lodge No. 176 VA
George Washington Lodge No. 251 WA
Potomac Lodge No. 5 DC
Washington Daylight Lodge No. 14 DC
Alexandria-Washington Lodge No. 22 VA
Federal Lodge No. 1 DC
Washington Lodge No. 46 OR
George Washington Lodge No. 161 CO
Freddericksburg Lodge No. 4 VA
Marine Lodge MA
Columbian Lodge MA
Jackson Lodge No. 82 MO
Golden Rule Lodge MA
Mount Moriah Lodge No. 2 UT
Mount Lebanon Lodge MA
Abraham C. Treichler Lodge No. 681 PA
Andrew Jackson Lodge No. 120 VA
Liberty Lodge No. 299 CA
Sequin Level Lodge No. 140 CT
Ionic Lodge No. 110 CT
Washington Lodge No. 21 NV
Downtown Lodge No. 86 AZ
Pearl Lodge MA
Kittatinny Lodge No. 164 NJ
Washington Lodge No. 59 PA
East Lansing Lodge No. 480 MI
Lancaster Lodge No. 54 NE
Corinthian Lodge No. 63 CT
Washington Lodge MA
Visalia Mineral King Lodge No. 128 CA
Infinity Lodge No. 546 PA
Rome Lodge No. 535 OH
Scottsdale Lodge No. 43 AZ
Alma Lodge No. 244 MI
Conner Lodge No. 297 NE
Mount Rushmore Lodge No. 220 SD
Arizona Lodge No. 2 AZ
St. George's Lodge No. 6 NY
Oriental Lodge No. 27 DE
Hickman Lodge No. 256 NE
Ocean Lodge No. 89 NJ
Evergreen Park Lodge No. 1171 IL
Bellevue Lodge No. 335 NE
North Hill Lodge No. 310 WA
Gila Valley Lodge No. 9 AZ
Jackson Lodge No. 17 MI
Fort Union Lodge No. 128 ND
Washington Lodge No. 53 MD
Oakhurst Lodge No. 669 PA
Craftsman Lodge No. 314 NE
Thomas J. Shryock Lodge No. 223 MD
Phoenix Lodge MA
Pinman Lodge No. 197 NJ
Corvallis Lodge No. 14 OR
Warwick Lodge No. 316 VA

Atlantic Lodge No. 2 VA
Patuxent Lodge No. 218 MD
Honesdale Lodge No. 318 PA
Tuscon Lodge No. 24 AZ
Lodge of the Nine Muses No. 1776 DC
Florence Lodge No. 281 NE

Friends of the Memorial

Diamond
Acacia Lodge No. 315 SC
Brian H. Blades NJ
Curis Gilgan TX
Robert E. Gresham NC
Rex C. Hasty MI
Michael J. Hlatke NJ
Victor M. Inga VA
James S. Jones VA
Frederick E. Kaiser MI
William R. Minch MI
Barry A. Rickman SC
John S. Ryan NJ
Thomas K. Sturgeon PA
Wooster Lodge No. 79 CT

New Century
Paul Balliet MI
Robert D. Barclay ID
Timothy B. Bertrand NY
Tracy L. Bloom KS
Gregory Bodine AL
W. Eugene Bondurant SC
Joel T. Bundy VA
Ronald Butler NM
Dayline Lodge No. 44 NV
George Dieffenderfer NE
Edgar R. Flores NE
W. Peyton George NM
Paul M. Harris MA
Kenneth B. Hawkins CT
Randal S. Jager AZ
Wallace A. Kelley CA
King David's Lodge No. 209 TX
Jerry N. Kirby TX
Lewis E. Kittell NV
Kim L. Kuraz OH
Walter R. Leong NY
David A. McCormick TN
Christopher Morgan MI
Donald J. Newman MO
Rolando Puente FL
Delores C. Rodgers WA
Terry L. Royce MD
Carl O. Schwartz MA
Jim L. Seeger OK
Edward E. Smith SC
Charles Sohn NE
Claire V. Tusch ME
Jeffery P. VanCuren SD
Charles W. Ward AK
Dennis K. Wickenden MD

Gold
Atlantic Lodge No. 2 VA
Baltimore Lodge No. 475 OH
Ronald R. Bauer NJ
Frederick R. Bieber MA
Jetze G. Bouma TN
James A. Buchhorn IN
Jim Butler IN
Claude D. Carter VA
Matthew Copple MO
Edmund C. Dahlstrom CT
Peter Dietrich MI
James Dixon TN
Adam C. Duncan VA
John E. Felty UT
Gregory B. Foster GA
Russell E. Frew FL
Robert Frierson FL
Francis Fritz AZ
Raymond R. Fuller CA
Donald L. Gehrke MN
Grand Staff 2017, Grand Lodge of New Jersey NJ
William B. Harting IN

Silver
Atlantic Lodge No. 2 VA
Baltimore Lodge No. 475 OH
Ronald R. Bauer NJ
Frederick R. Bieber MA
Jetze G. Bouma TN
James A. Buchhorn IN
Jim Butler IN
Claude D. Carter VA
Matthew Copple MO
Edmund C. Dahlstrom CT
Peter Dietrich MI
James Dixon TN
Adam C. Duncan VA
John E. Felty UT
Gregory B. Foster GA
Russell E. Frew FL
Robert Frierson FL
Francis Fritz AZ
Raymond R. Fuller CA
Donald L. Gehrke MN
Grand Staff 2017, Grand Lodge of New Jersey NJ
William B. Harting IN

Platinum
Gabriel T. Arnold FL
Durward C. Ayre CA
Ronald R. Bauer NJ
Michael P. Bryans WA
Bruce Caswell MI
Steven A. Campbell NC

Jim Butler IN
Aaron Davis TN
Daniel J. Edmiston PA
David A. Exelberger PA
Walter A. Gabriel MI
Glendale Lodge No. 271 SC
Stewart G. Israel MI
Richard T. Jackson NJ
Michael B. Johnson WY
Lower Richland Lodge No. 406 SC
Eugene Sam Morse LA
James D. Siegfried IN
Garrett Smith IN
Loyal L. Stark CA
John G. Verret VT
Gerald Walker TN
Michael Webb LA
Tommy L. Wells ID
James D. Westfall CA
Yellow Springs Lodge No. 421 OH
Frank & Cheryl Youl MI

Thank You to the Royal Order of Scotland

The Memorial gratefully acknowledges Sir James E. Winzenreid, Provincial Grand Master of The Provincial Grand Lodge, U.S.A., The Royal Order of Scotland, for his generous support of this issue of LIGHT and for his continuing support of the Memorial and our programs. The Royal Order of Scotland is an invitational Masonic Order that preserves and confers two beautiful ancient degrees. To learn more, visit their website at http://www.roosusa.org.
Nicholas Bruno VA
Columbia Lodge No. 114 OR
James Davis PA
James Dixon TN
Arthur Dym PA
E. Larry Erdner NJ
David Fierro AZ
Joseph G. Fournier MA
Lynn C. Grimm PA
James A. Guest SC
John R. Harrington MA
by Russel G. Reno J. Timothy Hegness CA
James D. Holt PA
E. James Hood SD
James F. Jackson MI
Otho A. Kay** VA
by Four Oaks Farms
Todd Harris* by Charles E. Sicknick
James W. May FL
Bradley L. McGlumphy OH
Monroe Lodge No. 301 VA
Dennis P. Moriarty OH
Kenneth Nelson PA
Network For Good DC
Dale Nudd DE
John Orfetel VA
by Four Oaks Farms
Arthur J. Patterson WA
Jon K. Paul VA
William E. Radcliff KY
Carmen Raventos-Suarez VA
by Valley-Daylight Lodge No. 511
Yuri Riphyak CA
Mark Stephenson KS
Thomas Stokley FL
Thomas Trinor NE
by Trinity Conclave, Red Cross of Constantin
John M. Turner VA
Michael S. Worner VA
Marshall L. Zemon CA

Other Contributors
Serge Ruiz TX
Gary L. Scott NM
Richard J. Sertanni PA
Dennis W. Speros MO
Michael W. Springer CA
William V. Thake MN
by Valley of Greenville, AASR
Valleymenno No. 74 SC
Walden Lodge No. 399, OES VA
Westminster Chapter No. 79, OES CA
Samuel B. Wexler CA
by Four Oaks Farms
Edwin J. Whitcomb MD
by Valley of Greenville, AASR
William E. Wright IN

Other Contributors

2022 George Washington
Memorial Symposium
Plymouth Hill Foundation NY
Federal Lodge No. 1 VA

Bench Dedications
Terry L. Bowman** KY
by Valley-Daylight Lodge No. 511
Terrence A. Smith TN

Tree Dedications
Atlantic Lodge No. 2 VA
Wanda C. Donati* OR
by Charley-Jo Donati
Freeman Z. Frey** PA
by Trinity Conclave, Red Cross of Constantin
Free Kurdistan
by Aryan Akrayi & Family

Bequests
Estate of Henry Dodge MI
W. Lee Long NC

Digitalization Program
Grand Lodge of Arizona AZ
Grand Lodge of Illinois IL
Utah Masonic Library & Museum Foundation
Grand Chapter Royal Arch Masons VA
of Virginia
Grand Lodge of Montana MT

Dedicatory Granite Benches are also available for a contribution of $2,500.00 and are installed on the grounds of the Memorial and can be dedicated in Honor or Memory of an Individual or Organization.

Information, including a printable order form, is available on our website at https://gwmemorial.org/products/tree. For additional information about how you can participate in this program with a tree or a bench, please contact George D. Seghers at gseghers@gwmemorial.org or 703-683-2007, ext. 2010.

The Memorial Dedicatory Tree and Bench Program

The Memorial Tree and Bench Programs were conceived in 2001 to beautify the Memorial grounds, reduce erosion and run-off, provide a habitat for birds and wildlife and to establish a tree canopy to create much-needed oxygen for the community. The program is a meaningful way to honor and remember individuals and organizations with a living memorial. Since the inception of the program, over 740 trees have been planted on the grounds of the Memorial.

With a contribution of $750.00, a tree is planted on the Memorial grounds. An Acknowledgment letter and a Certificate describing the Dedication are received by all participants and a granite marker is installed near the tree identifying the Honoree(s) and Donor(s).

Dedicatory Granite Benches are also available for a contribution of $2,500.00 and are installed on the grounds of the Memorial and can be dedicated in Honor or Memory of an Individual or Organization.

Information, including a printable order form, is available on our website at https://gwmemorial.org/products/tree. For additional information about how you can participate in this program with a tree or a bench, please contact George D. Seghers at gseghers@gwmemorial.org or 703-683-2007, ext. 2010.
Warwick Lodge No. 336 of Virginia Donates $100,000 to the Memorial

The George Washington Masonic National Memorial Association is pleased to express its gratitude to Warwick Lodge No. 336 of Newport News, Virginia, for its gift this summer of $100,000 for the Landmark Century Campaign. At the invitation of Worshipful Master John Gleason, representatives of the Memorial visited the lodge at their stated communication to personally thank them for this outstanding level of support.

On October 7, Warwick Lodge welcomed representatives from the Memorial who visited to thank the brethren for their generous support. Pictured (L to R) are John Malliarakis (Warwick Lodge Trustee), Don White (Secretary), Memorial Association President Claire Tusch, Harold Joyner (Lodge Trustee), John R. Gleason (Master of Warwick Lodge), the Memorial’s Executive Director George D. Seghers, Director of Communications Shawn Eyer, Steve Vaughn (Warwick Lodge Instructor of Work), and Mason Ware (Lodge Trustee).

Upcoming Symposium on Scottish Masons in America

Have you ever wondered about the influence of Scottish Freemasons in America? If so, please plan to attend our symposium, Scottish Freemasons in America, 1750-1800, to be held in November of 2022. Over the course of two days, selected academic and Masonic speakers will deliver in-depth academic presentations of the history and impact of Scottish Freemasonry on early American Freemasonry.

Our featured speaker will be Robert L.D. Cooper, Curator of the Grand Lodge of Scotland. He and the additional presenters will provide insight into the rich legacy of Scottish Freemasonry in America.

This symposium will include memorable social events. Participants will be able to pay a special visit to George Washington’s mother lodge, Fredericksburg Lodge No. 4, on the 270th Anniversary of his raising to the third degree. Originally chartered by the Grand Lodge of Scotland, Fredericksburg Lodge has the distinction of having twenty-year-old George Washington as one of its first applicants.

The symposium will also include scotch-tasting, Scottish food and other social events that celebrate Scottish culture.

Further information will be posted on the Memorial’s website and Facebook page as it becomes available. Please contact Mark A. Tabbert, Director of Archives and Exhibits, with any questions about this event by emailing mtabbert@gwmemorial.org, or calling 703-683-2007, ext. 2012.
A telephone number is required for all orders. Thank you!

**SHIP TO**
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Street / Apt

City / State / ZIP
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Email

Card Number  ccV code

Expiration  Signature

Billing Address (if different from Ship To)

Street / Apt
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**MEMORIAL GIFT SHOP FEATURED ITEMS**

*George Washington In Profile Ornament*
A commanding presence beautifully rendered on this collectible brass ornament. Made in the USA. $25. (№ 662)

*Houdon’s Washington Statue*
Our 2018 ornament celebrates Houdon’s impressive statue of Washington. Gold-plated, made in the USA. $25. (№ 1138)

*Knights Templar Holiday Ornament*
The Crown and Cross emblem of the Masonic Knights Templar. Gold-plated, made in the USA. $25. (№ 43)

*The Trowel: United in Brotherly Love*
Masonry’s symbol of fraternal affection is the motif of our 2019 ornament. Gold-plated, made in the USA. $25. (№ 1254)

*George Washington Cufflinks*
These beautiful cufflinks feature George Washington’s distinctive profile encircled by a laurel wreath. ¾” diameter with swivel-bar fasteners. $45. (№ 431)

*Centennial Medallion*
A beautiful keepsake featuring Washington's profile on the obverse, and the Memorial’s striking crest on the reverse. 1½” diameter. Gold Plate $75. (№ 433)

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item №</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subtotal ________

VA residents add 6% sales tax ________

USPS Priority Mail rates:
$8.85 — small package 8½” x 5½” x 1½” up to 10” x 7” x 4½” Add S&H ________
$16.35 to $21.95 — tube 24” x 3” x 3” or large package 12” x 12” x 8” Total ________

Shipment may be delayed during the coronavirus emergency. Please call if you have any questions on your shipping fees.

We are unable to accept International Orders at this time.

Make checks payable to: AW22 Gift Shop, 101 Callahan Drive, Alexandria, VA 22301

Order by phone: 703-683-2007, ext. 2017, 9 a.m.–5 p.m. EST
Order by fax: 703-519-9270
Order online: www.gwmemorial.org email: giftshop@gwmemorial.org
The George Washington Masonic National Memorial is proud to announce the 2021 commemorative holiday ornament: The Level of Equality.

The Level is a powerful symbol among the working tools of Freemasonry. On the one hand, it is a simple tool used in architecture and woodworking to ensure that courses of stone are laid down horizontally for the greatest strength and stability. But its use in the craftsman’s hand soon inspired a symbolic meaning. Seeing that a stone wall gives the greatest stability when all of its members are level with one another, the framers of Masonic tradition saw fit to apply this idea to human life itself. Society is best when all people remember that, despite our apparent differences, we are all truly on the same level. In fact, a simple way to ask a man if he is part of the Masonic lodge is to inquire if he is “on the Level.” The Senior Warden, holding the Level, reminds the brethren that they should always meet upon the Level. This is a powerful reminder to set aside unimportant differences in status and unite as one sacred band of friends. Thus, a simple symbol transforms the way we think and relate to one another, and provides opportunities for growth.

Those improvements have benefitted millions. Through George Washington’s distinguished actions during and after the American Revolution, the equality that the Level represents to Freemasons began to be established as a reality in civic society. As Americans, we aspire to remember that all people are created equal and deserve their God-given and inalienable rights. To order, please call 703-683-2007, ext. 2017, visit our website at gwmemorial.org, or use the order form on page 15 (Item No. 1469, $25).